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"Al Nusra Proceeds in Yarmouk amid Accusations Against 

ISIS of Working Harmoniously with the Syrian Regime" 

 
 

 

 Syrian Warplanes Drop 8 Explosive Barrels at the Vicinity of Khan Al Shieh 

Camp 

 Clashes between the Opposition factions and Groups Affiliated with ISIS 

near Muzareib 

 Sweden Donates 8 Million $ for UNRWA to Support Palestinians of Syria 

 Introduction of Some Medical Services and Medications for Residents of 

Yarmouk at YAlda Town 
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Recent Updates 

News from the besieged Yarmouk camp reported that Al Nusra front and 

Abnaa Alyarmouk movement have preceded yesterday towards the 

western area of the Yarmouk camp at the axes of Al Ansar group 

allegiance to ISIS. Al Nusra regained control over several blocks behind 

the Al Aman medical Compound, while a large number of ISIS members 

were killed during the clashes. Al Nusra front spread snipers to prevent 

ISIS proceeding, while ISIS proceeded towards Safoureia Street in order 

to put pressure at the end of Haifa Street controlled by Nusra for 

alleviating the pressure on the other axes.   

 

 Furthermore, activists accused the Syrian regime of being harmoniously 

work with ISIS through media and in field work in the Yarmouk refugee 

camp, where activists documented the harmony in media publications of 

ISIS and the PFGC pro-Syrian regime. Meanwhile, regime forces 

stationed in Al Qaa'a barracks continue to target areas controlled by 

Nasra Front in Yarmouk, as Palestinian factions affiliated with the Syrian 

regime targeted Al Rija Square yesterday with mortars in an attempt to 

drain Al Nusra Front after the failure of ISIS, according to activists. 
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Residents of the Yarmouk camp are suffering of tragic conditions due to 

the continuous siege imposed by the Regular Army and the affiliated 

groups alongside the GC groups for 1061 days respectively. Power cut 

for more than 1122 days, while water cut for 611 consecutive days, as 

medication and food still prevented, and residents are still prevented to 

leave or enter the camp. Dozens of families, who are besieged in their 

houses due to the clashes between ISIS and Al Nusra, are suffering of the 

loss of food, medication, and water. 

On the other hand, Syrian warplanes dropped 8 explosive barrels at the 

eastern cemetery, Al ISkan military area, and the vicinity of Al Abaseya 

farm in Khan Al Shieh camp in the western suburb of Damascus. An 

explosive barrel targeted Al ISkan Street and destroyed a civilian empty 

house with no injuries.  

The Syrian regime forces located at the adjacent areas seeks to impose 

siege over Khan Al Shieh camp, and to close Zakia-Khan AL shieh road, 

which would prevent food entry for being the only remaining road for 

civilians.  

The AGPS has documented 153 victims since the beginning of war in 

Syria, in addition to 108 prisoners, who are still unaccounted for such as 

hundreds of detained refugees.  

Clashes broke out yesterday south of Syria with heavy and medium 

weapons between the Free Army affiliated with the Syrian armed 

opposition and Al Mathna brigade alongside Shohadaa Al Yarmouk 
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affiliated with ISIS.  Clashes erupted at Al Shajara and Ein Thazar 

villages near Al Muzareeb town where tens of Palestinian families live.  

Palestinian refugees in that village are suffering of the complete absence 

of relief services, such as UNRWA or other relief convoys.  

 

On the other hand, UNRWA received financial support worth $ 8 million 

from the Kingdom of Sweden, to support emergency relief efforts for 

Palestinian refugees in Syria and the occupied Palestinian territories.  

Mr. Michael Kingsley, Director of UNRWA's affairs, confirmed, in a 

statement issued on Monday 09/05/2016, "this donation will enable 

UNRWA to continue to provide urgent and vital humanitarian aid for 

most affected Palestine refugees by the armed conflict in Syria, including 

those in Yarmouk camp in Damascus and Aleppo". 

Mr. Michael Kingsley also added that this donation shows that Sweden 

bear in mind the great vulnerability experienced by Palestine refugees in 

Syria, and also demonstrates that Sweden is a real partner for UNRWA in 

the Agency's efforts to strengthen the resilience of those refugees".    
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At the conclusion of its statement, UNRWA noted that "more than 60% of 

Palestine refugees who remain in Syria, totaling 450,000 refugees, are 

internally displaced and most of them almost dependent on UNRWA for 

aid, they include tens of thousands of people who are trapped in active 

conflict zones and who suffer from very restrictive ways to gain access to 

humanitarian aid. 

Meanwhile, the Charity Committee and the PRCS continue to provide 

medical services and distribute medications for Palestinian families who 

were displaced from the Yarmouk camp to the adjacent town Yalda, for 

the third consecutive day.  According to the campaign organizers, the 

number of beneficiaries from the distribution of medicines and medical 

examination has exceeded 400 people. 

It is worth mentioning that ISIS control over the besieged camp in April | 

2015 has forced hundreds of Palestinian families to leave their homes 

and flee to neighboring towns, and that after Al Nusra groups facilitated 

imposing  control  of ISIS over the besieged camp. 
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Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics till 11\05\2016: 

 15500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan 

 42.500 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon 

 6000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015 

 8000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey 

 1000 Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza 

 More than 71.2 thousand Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till the End of December 2015 

 The Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for 1061 consecutive days. Power cut continued for 

more than 1122 days, water was cut for 611 days respectively. The 

number of siege victims is 187. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 915 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 1106 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 768 days without water and almost 

70% of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road 
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